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ABSTRACT
An Unbearable Illumination of Truth
by
Shanna Glawson
An Unbearable Illumination of Truth is a series of sculptures created to explore the connection
between trauma and healing. The sculptural exhibition addresses economic, occupational,
childhood, sexual, and gender-based trauma. These sculptures incorporate familiar motifs and
visual metaphors to express narratives of varying types of traumas. A broad range of sculptural
materials (such as wood, fabric, and found objects) and methods are used to create these
symbolic, objective forms. The juxtaposition of shelters with other forms and materials visually
enacts the themes of vulnerability and intrigue that characterizes traumatic incidents. Shelters are
referenced throughout this entire body of work as an allegory for identity. Ultimately, this work
is intended to induce empathy and raise awareness of important, underlying social issues that
revolve around trauma. This message is especially important today due to a dramatic increase of
trauma related issues as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout my life I have been exposed to a multitude of detrimental circumstances and
betrayals. Consequently, I been diagnosed with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). My
fascination with the universal human characteristics of inner suffering and hidden psychological
wounds goes back to my undergraduate research at UNC Asheville (Fig.1). I use art as a literal
way to process my feelings and scars from these hurtful experiences. Primarily, I seek to
translate this suffering and emotional exposure into visual analogies and sculptural objects.
Working with a variety of sculptural materials (wood, found objects, etc.), I have cut,
assimilated, and joined separate ideas together, metaphorically and physically. My sculptures
encompass compositional beauty and emotional provocation. I have written this document to
support my thesis by delving into my personal journey, beliefs, influences, and artwork.

Figure 1. Glawson, Shanna. Lovestruck. 2015, Center for Faith & the Arts, Salisbury.
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Part of my graduate thesis also addresses a broader scope outside myself by exploring the
trauma and healing of other vulnerable groups. In my thesis work, I have developed an
iconographic vocabulary and a metaphorical aesthetic to address economic, occupational,
domestic, personal, sexual, and gender-based trauma. With my creations I have attempted to
counter painful experiences by exploring themes of hope, memory, and vulnerability. Hence,
much of my work addresses the duality of Post-Traumatic Stress (PTS) and its lesser-known
counterpart, Post-Traumatic Growth (PTG).
For a trauma survivor to grow we need to have sense of humor and to look on the bright
side. Art is meant to disturb the comfortable and comfort the disturbed. Due to the serious and
sensitive nature of these issues, I try to enhearten my subjects with wit, irony, or humor while
also maintaining a brutal intensity. Therefore, the artwork can be experienced at least two
different ways. A trauma survivor may find sympathy, validation, and comfort within these
sculptures. An outside observer to trauma may find these depictions more disturbing but this may
lead to a better understanding to the nature of this burden; in this way, the viewer may build
empathy for those they may know who have been affected by trauma.
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CHAPTER 2. TRAUMA & PTSD
Post-traumatic stress disorder (or PTSD) is a psychological condition spawned by
exposure to an intensely traumatizing event or series of events, such as abuse, sexual assault, or
war. None of us are completely impervious to PTSD, since this is a common reaction when
normal people are exposed to abnormal situations. According to The Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder Sourcebook, it is estimated that more than half of Americans have experienced at least
one major trauma in their lives and that around nine percent of US adults will suffer some kind
of post-traumatic stress (Schiraldi 34). Nearly 8 million people in the US have PTSD (Gradus).
With certain changes in society, these statistics may increase, for example, during pandemics
such as COVID-19. Anyone has the potential to be susceptible to traumatic incidents, but
women, children, and people whose occupation may subject them to trauma (like rescue workers
and military service members) are at greater risk of PTSD (Schiraldi 34).
The traumatic experiences that cause PTSD are typically inconceivable or catastrophic
and usually abrupt. Because a traumatic event is perceived as a danger to oneself or others, it can
overwhelm our ability to respond rationally. After the traumatic event has occurred, symptoms
associated with the traumatic event may become recurring, involuntary reflexes. Intrusive
recollections can transpire as thoughts, feelings, and/or bodily sensations. These intrusions are
unexpected and severe. Intense or prolonged psychological distress may occur if one is
confronted with internal or external cues that resemble an aspect of the traumatic events. These
cues are referred to as "triggers". Traumatic memory recollections, or flashbacks, often involve
supplemental behaviors, emotions, or sensations (Schiraldi 9).
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PTSD can be perceived as the apprehension of past traumatic memories and the extreme
distress when such memories invade our consciousness. Unfortunately, trauma often distorts our
perspective about ourselves, others, and the world as pessimistic and dreadful (Schiraldi 10).
When one is ingrained with persistent negative thoughts and feelings, the ability to experience
positive emotions is limited. Thus, people with PTSD often feel detached or estranged from
others. It is challenging to be present and openly connected to others when one is struggling to
suppress memories of the past. Because traumatic memories contain many aspects of an
individual’s thoughts, feelings, and behaviors, it is difficult for one to dissociate trauma from
their sense of identity. People commonly think they are different or changed after the trauma.
PTSD not only affects our self-concept, but also our psychological development and attachment
capacities (such as intimacy, love, and bonding). Left untreated, PTSD is connected to higher
risks of depression, anxiety disorders, personality disorders, family disruption, violence, suicide,
and homelessness, to name a few (Schiraldi 40). That is why I believe my body of work is
important: It brings awareness to some of the stigmatisms that surround trauma, whether they be
economic, sexual, occupational, or gender-based. I did not want my work to perceive PTSD as
the be-all and end-all for trauma survivors, because I am aware of the possibility for Post
Traumatic Growth; therefore, my work encompasses both.
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CHAPTER 3. HEALING & POST TRAUMATIC GROWTH
“The story of PTSD is the tale of the indomitable and indefatigable human spirit to
survive and adapt.”

-Dr. Donald Meichenbaum (Schiraldi 55).

It is evident that trauma can have a negative impact on someone’s life. But is it possible
that trauma can also lead to positive change? Post-traumatic growth (or PTG) is a new and
developing area of research that concerns the positive psychological changes that can emerge
from traumatic experiences. Growth does not necessarily mitigate despair, anxiety, or
anguish. Growth and pain are inseparable in the rehabilitation from trauma (Anderson 1).
According to Woodward, “40-70% of people who experience traumatic events later report some
form of benefit from their experience” (Woodward 268). PTG is not necessarily about dealing
with the effects of trauma nor is it just about bouncing back. Rather, in order for PTG to occur,
the trauma must serve as a catalyst to further individual development and personal growth.
While there are many theories, it remains uncertain why some individuals thrive from the
impact of trauma while others do not (Jayawikreme and Blackie 312). Seemingly, individuals
who are highly intellectual, productive, and intrinsically hopeful are predominantly more likely
to report growth through trauma (Woodward 268). A simple and broader definition of posttraumatic growth has also been conceptualized as a process of finding meaning and the capability
to learn life lessons in the repercussions of traumatic circumstances (Jayawikreme and Blackie,
314). By revising one’s life narrative, individuals can make sense of the traumatic experience
and make cognitive and behavioral changes. People with lower levels of depression and higher
degrees of satisfaction and self-esteem are more likely to render a redemptive narrative from
trauma (Jayawikreme and Blackie 314).
10

Healing occurs when a traumatic memory has been thoroughly processed. Once an
unspeakable memory is verbalized, it can be clearly envisioned and viewed more logically; this
is also known as integration narrative (Schiraldi 57). Bringing an intense, emotionally charged
memory under the light of reason could potentially quench its intensity by neutralizing the
distressing energy. When we reassess our triggers, we can discern them intelligibly as cues and
not as an actual replication of the trauma. Healing begins when the traumatic experience is
regarded as a thing of the past and is no longer perceived as a threat to the present. Healing
occurs when the painful experience is no longer avoided but, instead, confronted. Avoidance is a
trademark trait for people with PTSD because it is so instinctive to avert from hurt and suffering
for the sake of self-preservation. People with PTSD will remain controlled by the past if they do
nothing to confront it. Without awareness, an integration narrative cannot occur and when we
avoid this dialogue, we are unable to master coping skills in response. By confronting the viewer
with a physical image of (one’s own) traumas, stigmas, and uncertainties I aim to provide a
sympathetic response and validation of their experiences.
Researchers have distinguished changes in perception of self-analysis, the relationships
with others, and outlook on life as three significant areas of growth (Jayawikreme and Blackie
312). PTG refers to increasing comprehension and seeing new possibilities to gain a deeper
appreciation for life. Therefore, validation and acceptance are imperative. For those who have
felt primarily ignored and invisible, being heard and seen by another person is a positive,
validating experience. Since it is about being recognized for who they are and what they have
experienced, a greater communication amongst their family, friends, and neighbors would be
necessary for PTG to occur. Increased exposure to others may potentially heighten interpersonal
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communication about the traumatic event and thus deepen one’s search for meaning in the
unimaginable.
When someone recovers from PTSD, they will notice that their symptoms will be scarce
and less severe (Jayawikreme and Blackie 314). They will notice that they are no longer isolated
but have managed to restore trust and a sense of belonging. They can assign meaning to the
trauma and discard a damaged sense of self and substitute it with confidence in their own ability
to endure. Offenses have been labeled and evaluated and self-hate have been exchanged for selfconfidence and self-worth. Obsession with the past has been exchanged for a realistic
rationalization of the present. Thus, they should be more comfortable with every feeling, whether
they be positive, negative, or neutral.
My artwork attempts to improve on our knowledge of trauma and sharpen our tools for
assessment and comprehension of our own traumas while initiating awareness of trauma-related
issues. My work is not intended to label traumatized people as broken and ineffectual, but to
recognize an individual's capacity for resilience and healing. By acknowledging my own trauma
and the experiences of others, I hope to help survivors make sense of their grievances and offer a
possible antidote to what ails them. Through humor, my art has the capability to extract positive
outlook from negative occurrences. My sculptures serve as vehicles of change that are concerned
with awakening, validating, nurturing, and liberating responses, to promote constructive change
and growth. I hope that my artwork may serve as a visual gateway to awareness and acceptance
of feelings and to help forge a path to healing. An acceptance of feelings can lead to a more
compassionate acceptance of oneself. My artwork aims to dispel preceding assumptions and to
conceive new perceptions that incorporate the trauma that I and others have experienced.
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CHAPTER 4. ART ANALYSIS
An Unbearable Illumination of Truth is a series of sculptures created to fulfill my MFA
in Studio Arts graduate thesis. I used my diagnosis of PTSD as a catalyst to create art that
discusses trauma and healing. Therefore, this exhibition is a response to my own personal
experiences and an acknowledgment of others with related traumas. This analysis of my work
shall explain how I have developed as an artist, as well as the iconographic vocabulary and
metaphorical aesthetic that I have developed to address the many faces of trauma.
While investigating different avenues, I have found the imagery of the shelter to be a
suitable metaphor for self and identity. My thesis incorporates the shelter icon because I found it
relevant to trauma and the vulnerability of a broken spirit. Since the form of shelter varies
between the extremes of fixed/movable and secure/insecure, I found this to be an apt metaphor
for exploring self and identity as it relates to trauma. Personifying a home-like structure can
induce sympathy or empathy within a viewer. One of my challenges was to seamlessly combine
wood with fabric and other materials, and all of my sculptures do so in one way or another.
Based on the viewer’s experience they may not be able to directly relate to the imagery but
hopefully they will be able to develop some empathy or at least awareness for someone who has
experienced trauma. While creating this body of work I have asked myself, “What noises,
symbols, and materials could be used to express these experiences? Can they be personified to
create empathy or discomfort in the viewer?”
Confined
Confined (Fig. 2) is particularly inspired by the Appalachian region and my own
upbringing. For profit prisons have become a newer form of industry to be introduced to the
Appalachian region. When creating Confined, I questioned what shelter-like imagery could
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allude to how detrimental growing up in poverty truly is. Exploring the idea of shelter as identity,
I started to make associations with shelters from my early childhood. During my earliest
childhood years, I grew up in a trailer park, just as many people do in this region, and so I
questioned how this upbringing not only affected me but others as well. One’s economic
background can shape what experiences one has. Sometimes these experiences shape and predict
the outcome one may have in life. People from low-income families or communities are more
likely to experience inequalities and injustices that are trauma-inducing. Poverty can be a vicious
cycle that is difficult to escape. Confined is a reaction to many of these concerns.
Confined reflects the metaphorical cage in which children can become trapped when
growing up in a disadvantaged socioeconomic situation. This visual representation is a mobilehome-mobile that hangs above a baby crib. I felt that the mobile needed the added association of
the doom of being raised in poverty, so the crib not only serves as an association for childhood
but also represents a “cage” of destiny for most raised in this environment: a brutal cycle of the
lower class. The crib has sheets with grey and white stripes to evoke old-time prison uniforms.
The stripes also mimic and reinforce the jail-like structure of the barred crib. Included in the crib
is a bright orange baby blanket that references the jumpsuits of modern-day prison inmates. The
mobile-home-mobile is attached to a slow rotating motor. The circular, cyclical cycle of the
mobile reinforces the idea that poverty can be a vicious cycle that persists over several
generations of a family.
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Figure 2. Glawson, Shanna. Confined. 2020.
Keeping it in the Family
Keeping it in the Family (Fig. 3) is a life-size sculptural tryptic that includes a Father,
Mother, and Child. Tonic immobility or trauma-induced paralysis is an autonomic hormonal
response that causes the body to freeze in situations that provoke extreme fear and anxiety.
Resisting or escaping is not possible for someone experiencing this, because they physically do
not have control over their muscle response, thus leaving them in a statuesque state. Therefore, a
stationary, figurative sculpture is an apt representation of someone who has been triggered.
Through these three archetypical family figures, I am expressing various types of traumas as if
the individuals are currently responding to a related trigger. These figures are not fully
anthropomorphic; instead, they consist of various but limited bodily elements that emerge from
or support a tented shelter. I use wood for each of the bodily elements, though the tone is not
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meant to represent a certain ethnicity. My intention is to create people with whom anyone can
identify.

Figure 3. Glawson, Shanna. Keeping it in the Family. 2021.
My thesis deploys the representation of the tent in a symbolic way for a variety of
reasons. A tent is a portable, collapsible shelter made of fabric: a temporary home. Trauma is
like a temporary home in which we are encamped. The shelter is just enough to protect us from
our environment but temporary enough that we can flee at any moment. We humans tend to wear
our discomfort like a favorite shirt and so I have translated this notion into a more recognizable
shelter. People with PTSD live inside their trauma on a daily basis, and it becomes a huge part of
their identity and behavior to how they react in certain situations. Trauma above all else is
intense. Therefore, in order to drive this message home, the figures themselves are in-tents.
People who have shown signs of Post-Traumatic Growth have a strong bond with family
members. However, family members can be the root source of trauma. Perhaps, this is why PostTraumatic Growth is so elusive. When we live inside a close family unit, the people who are
closest to us are the ones who are a firsthand witness as to why we are the way we
16

are. Sometimes, the behaviorisms and inner source of our trauma can be “kept in the family,”
generating a ripple effect that extends throughout. We not only carry our own baggage but the
baggage of our loved ones, as well. The tent-like form alludes to the sculpted figures’ carriage of
their trauma with them, yet their lack of hands and arms leave them vulnerable and defenseless
in certain situations.
Our first experiences with trauma at a young age can dramatically affect our development
and demeanor as an adult. The child-tent figure (Fig.4), creates a narrative of a traumatic
childhood memory through sculpture and metaphor. This is an impression of a deep
psychological scar that I have witnessed first-hand. Because I tend to laugh at and mock my own
wounds, I did not use my own personal traumas to develop a narrative; rather, I reimagined a
sexually traumatic event that happened to someone near and dear to me when they were a child.
People who have PTSD tend to dismiss themselves, saying, “Well it could have been worse, at
least I didn’t experience ….” Therefore, I appropriated a deep dark secret that indirectly affected
everyone who knew, including me. Trying to imagine this broken person as a shelter and
wearing their scar as a badge of identification, I associated this person and their experience with
a tent; the literal setting of their childhood trauma and deep dark secret.
The child figure has an all-encompassing black zipper tent for its upper body and wooden
legs adorned with socks for its lower half. Down the middle of the front of the body is an
exceptionally large zipper with an opening in the groin region of the child. The imagery I created
is far more unsettling than what most people would associate with tents and zippers, thereby
transforming what are seemingly harmless, mundane objects to most into a dangerous threat to
individuals with PTSD. A zipper is a noise associated with tents, sleeping bags, and pants and
therefore could be a misophonic trigger to someone. Misophonia is a psychological disorder in
17

which certain sounds trigger an inflated emotional or physiological response. This reaction can
range from irritation and anger to panic and anxiety. In return, viewers and participants trigger
the child by walking in range of the sculpture and motion sensor, setting off zipper noises.

Figure 4. Glawson, Shanna. Child, Keeping it in the Family. 2021.
The mother figure (Fig.5) stands at an average female height of about 64 inches tall and
has a slender top and heavy based bottom, playing on a variation of a triangle. Her face is
deliberately disguised, hidden behind her disheveled hair. Women have a wide variety of items
and accessories that can be used to hide their true selves; from hair, to hats and clothing, to
makeup. While her face is concealed behind her hair, her trauma is still exposed by her posture.
Nothing says exposure like baring one’s breast and yet she is helpless to protect herself because
her limbs have been omitted. I tried to amplify this discomfort by creating a hunched
contrapposto torso. Upon closer inspection the viewer will find cuts on her neck and scars on her
18

body. In order to create a unique texture, the bodice is made from chipboard. This choppy texture
plays with the idea of being ripped apart and reconstituted from the many traumatic experiences
she has endured. She has become fortified with scars.

Figure 5. Glawson, Shanna. Mother, Keeping it in the Family. 2021.
The true in-tents-ity of her trauma is conveyed by the lower half of her body; and this is
why it takes the form of a tent structure. Her trauma is associated with her gender. The gape of
the tent alludes to the gap in between her legs. Through the partition, the viewer can see an inner
glow which represents the light inside that cannot be extinguished despite what she has endured.
In the words of John Mark Green, I want to remind people that: “You are not the darkness you
endured. You are the light that refused to surrender” (Cordova).
The tent is red to serve as a reference to red tent women, blood, and the menstrual cycle.
In the summer of 2017, I attended a women’s retreat and witnessed firsthand community
19

building amongst women through shared trauma. There was undoubtedly something empowering
about this unique communion and I wanted to translate this experience into a physical form. The
inner red light also is a reference to the red-light district to allude to how women are often
labeled as ‘whores’. The top half of the tent has been ornamented with lacy trim to reiterate
femininity. The bottom of the tent has been trimmed with red work gloves in substitution for
frill. The red work gloves serve two purposes. The gloves provide an extra sort of protection
against unwanted aggressive touching but also allude to the sex worker and the associated
traumas with this occupation.
The fatherly figure has suffered from occupational trauma, which is one of the more
commonly known types of PTSD (Fig.6). Here I have created a personified version of this type
of trauma in true military fashion. I upcycled materials from the local army surplus store,
combining a camouflage military tent material and an army uniform to construct a tent. The tent
was then accentuated with the zipper, pockets, badges, and sleeves from the army jacket. So,
while he does have sleeves, he still seems to be without arms and hands to fill them, instead they
slump by his side over the crutches. The stilt-like crutches evoke the physical and/or emotional
trauma that he has endured and his efforts to find a sense of balance when he is triggered. The
ground beneath him matches his attire while simultaneously camouflaging a subtle American
flag – the symbol of the country for which he sacrificed. The platform of the sculpture is attached
to a curved support, thereby allowing the viewer to ‘set off’ the sculpture by nudging it off
balance. If “triggered” the Father briefly becomes unstable in a rocking motion. Thus, the viewer
may perceive the PTSD sufferer as “off one’s rocker”.
I decided to keep the jacket’s original nametag, which reads Mincey because it resonates
with the concept behind this sculpture and added to the ironies that I try to embed in my artwork.
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(Fig.6). The word itself is phonetically akin to the term mince which means cut into small parts,
again alluding to that feeling of being broken. The word mincy is a derogatory adjective
generally aimed at women to mean overly fussy. I often worry that trauma survivors may come
off to others as mincy, so I wanted to challenge the viewer to consider whether people with
PTSD really have trivial, fussy issues. Upon closer observation the viewer notices that the
veteran’s condition is indeed dire. When I researched the family name itself, I learned that their
family motto (which originally was a war cry), “Pro Deo et Patria”, translates to “For God and
country” (HouseOfNames). I thought this message was the best explanation for why so many
people choose this occupation and expose themselves to this type of traumatic work hazard.
Including this nametag is a subtle translation for why this man has taken it upon himself to
endure such trauma without being overt.

Figure 6. Glawson, Shanna. Father, Keeping it in the Family. 2021.
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Figure 7. Glawson, Shanna. Father detail, Keeping it in the Family. 2021.
Housed
Housed is an installation that explores the complex dynamics of trauma (Fig.8). It is a
literal façade of a home on the exterior and an interactive light experience on the interior. The
interior space is activated when someone opens the door and explores the inside. The exterior is
faux brick and alludes to a safe habitat, implying a sturdy, immaculate, and durable home life. To
add to the curiosity, the interior contains another house structure suspended from the ceiling (Fig.
9). The suspended house is part home and part gut-like cube that illuminates the entire space. On
the interior walls are a panoramic mosaic of shattered mirrors to intensify the lighting and
disfigure the viewer’s reflection. These mirrors also allude to what trauma actually feels like for
me: death by a thousand cuts (or lingchi). While piecing this shattered glass puzzle together I
used this time to question, “What parts of me are broken? What parts of me have been put back
together? What parts of me are lost forever and will never be put back into place? And what parts
of me have I just crammed into place in an effort to make things seemingly work?” To intensify
the space, the sound of a broken siren is used. Upon research, I found sirens are a noise that
induces a fight or flight instinct (Asvec). A broken siren not only induces this instinct but also
disorients and confuses the participant further.
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Figure 8. Glawson, Shanna. Outside, Housed. 2021.

Figure 9. Glawson, Shanna. Inside, Housed. 2021.
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Dysfunction in the Household
To ensure that my installation was fully integrated into the space I needed to add a second
installation to camouflage the computer audio components from Housed. I knew that my desire
to bring awareness to trauma would be more impactful if I included reputable trauma statistics
based in the United States. Not only was Dysfunction in the Household a practical necessity but
it is also served the need to educate the audience (Fig. 10). By providing evidence that trauma is
exceptionally common, I am creating compassion in those who know someone who has been
exposed. For those who have had to endure the trauma, I am providing a space for them to feel
less alone in it.
Dysfunction in the Household is a hollowed base that is shaped like a house that has been
split in two. Once the purity of the white structure is adorned with the precious silver frames and
crowned with an outdated telephone, it is almost altar-like in its appearance. Within the five
frames are five facts that coincide with the other five sculptures in the room. The bead-boarded
base has a crisp but rough-cut exterior and holds all of the computer and noise components of the
exhibition within. The inside conceals two computers. One laptop uses Bluetooth technology to
play a small speaker located within the miniature house in Housed. The other directly plays
cricket chirping ambience to not only drown out the noise of the Housed installation but it also
serves as a metaphor for the lack of discussion of these issues. By emphasizing the awkward
silence, I hope that my artwork will spark more conversations surrounding trauma in our
community.
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Figure 10. Glawson, Shanna. Dysfunction in the Household. 2021.
To engage the audience outside the physical realm, I have incorporated sound,
movement, and light into my work. While the sculptural forms engage the space in a material
and tactile manner, the added use of multimedia heightens the viewer’s sensorial experience of
the works. An Unbearable Illumination of Truth is a series of sculptures created to represent the
many facets of trauma. Confined was created by going back to the very beginning of where I
started, which was a trailer park in the foothills of Southern Appalachia. From there I decided to
create a tented-family triptych, appropriately titled Keeping it in the Family, that express the
three distinct groups most inflicted with PTSD (veterans, women, and children). Every family
needs a household, so the Housed installation was built as an embodiment of the inside/outside
nature of how trauma is perceived and felt. Dysfunction in the Household was necessary to house
the noise components and aid in the education and awareness of issues surrounding trauma.
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CHAPTER 5. PROCESS, METHODS, & MATERIALS
I believe that trauma has stunted my ability to process my emotions appropriately. I
create art to extract and examine my feelings and thus rely heavily on introspection. For me to
untie my emotional knots, I excerpt visual clues from my subconscious and invest them into my
work. At the core of my thesis is an attempt to translate human suffering and vulnerability into
creative narratives through visual analogies and sculptural objects. My process of making art is
unique, tenacious, and exceptionally cathartic. I instinctively make work that is reactive to my
materials, thoughts, and subject matter.
As a sculptural artist, I often take a more scientific approach to my art. I start with a
hypothesis that questions how I should go about addressing the emotions that fester inside me. I
try to assign visual analogies to these feelings while experimenting with what materials I should
use to convey these sentiments. I enjoy the gratification that comes with solving a problem as it
relates to an ambitious and cohesive work of art. Determined by the situation, I am an
experimenter who negotiates with the materials rather than being in total control of a piece from
idea to finished product. I allow, to some degree, the characteristics or conditions of my
materials to guide the development in my work. It is the combinations of textures, forms, and
materials that defines the visual language I use within my artwork.
Depending on the artwork, my experimentations come in many forms and methods. One
of the more satisfying experiments of my thesis work involved my attempts at replicating a
mannequin by using chipboard (Fig. 11). Chipboard is by no means a lavish material and is
essentially low-end particle board. I was drawn to using this material because of its unique
surfacing and because it is not a wood treatment I have ever seen carved. I started by taking an
inexpensive approach to make a mold of the bust through use of plaster gauze and then using
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fence-post foam from the local hardware store as my mold filament. I chose foam for its ability
to be easily sliced since I attempted to replicate the bust using boards which are essentially slices
or laminates. Once sliced, I numbered them and used them as a pattern to cut my boards (Fig.
12). The boards were then cut on a band saw and meticulously joined through dowel joints and a
massive glue-up (Fig.13). Glue-ups are one of my absolute favorite woodworking processes
because I love the thrill of the precision of the clamp placement and timeliness needed to do it
properly. After several days of gluing in sections, I arrived at a complete but edgy form that
needed refinement and smoothing. For this next step, I utilized another favorite method of mine:
power carving and sanding using a grinder and random orbit sander. These tools are essential to
my method of work and the skills that I acquired when I was a woodworking assistant for Brent
Skidmore, a prominent furniture maker.

Figure 11. Original bust, chipboard version, and intermediate foam replica.
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Figure 12. Process of slicing foam mold and tracing patterns on chipboard.

Figure 13. Gluing and clamping the several layers of board.
My Associate of Arts degree in Professional Crafts Silversmithing, my Bachelor of Fine
Arts in Sculpture, and my Appalachian heritage has made craft and materials an integral part of
my work. I am a sculptor because I want the audience to connect physically with abstract
concepts. I have found satisfaction and delight in transforming multiple mediums through
texture, carving, casting, assembling, painting, and manipulation of form. I use a medley of
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materials and techniques for the freedom to explore and appropriately convey my inner
turmoil. Therefore, my work is informed by craft theory, particularly because I aspire to
construct well-made and thoughtful pieces in effort to counteract my ingrained destructive
nature. This process demands the acquisition of various forms of technical knowledge and new
capabilities. Conversely, I use wood and other conventional materials in unconventional ways to
explore the subtle meanings and metaphors that occur when these materials are combined in a
dynamic, unexpected, and thus thought-provoking manner.
Not only do I often use wood and metal in my work, but I also incorporate found objects.
Found objects derive their associative identities not just from the artists who salvages them but
also from the social cultural contexts from which they originated. When a found object is
appropriated its specific biographical past is generally lost, as in the case of the recycled army
jacket and Mincey nametag that I used. As an artist I gave the found object a new lease on life
and created my own narrative associations with this surname. This can be derived from the
context into which it is placed by the artist or by the general familiarity that the viewer has with
objects of its kind. The found object often refers to specific time and spaces and therefore the
audience can contemplate its meaning and associative memories. These common items can
prompt strong, wide-ranging feelings in the observer, including repulsion, apathy, appreciation,
and nostalgia. I use found objects as a straightforward way to designate correlations within an
artwork and to actively trigger memory, which are then reinforced with an appropriate title.
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CHAPTER 6. INFLUENCES
Several modern and contemporary artists have influenced my thesis work in their ability
to use many different materials and to combine them in a way that generates witty visual
metaphors. Major influences include two famous female artists, Marisol Escobar and Mona
Hatoum, but the biggest influence behind my work is a lesser-known artist Geraldine Cantrell,
otherwise known as my grandma. I admire all three of these women for their ability and
technical skill in a variety of materials and their capability to wear many hats as an artist. When
one considers the entire scope of their work, it is difficult to pigeonhole them into one category.
What is fascinating about these women is their ability to cover a broad range of skills and talents,
all while having a sense of humor about their subject matter. I connect with their visual aesthetic
and am empowered by their incorporation of multiple media in such meaningful ways.
Marisol Escobar was a female Venezuelan artist whose art career reached exceptional
heights in the New York art scene during the 1960s. She participated in MoMA's The Art of
Assemblage, which included notable artists such as Marcel Duchamp, Pablo Picasso, Joseph
Cornell, Louis Nevelson, and Robert Rauschenberg in 1961 (Buhmann 54). Marisol is one of
several artists that used readymade objects in their work and openly acknowledged the influence
of Robert Rauschenberg and Jasper Johns (Pacini 24). Her unique and idiosyncratic assemblages
combined three-dimensional carving, casting, and found objects with two dimensional paintings,
drawings, and photographs. Marisol’s work is ultimately an amalgamation of Cubism, Dada,
Folk art, Latin American art, and Surrealism (Pacini 36). I appreciate how she took what she
wanted from these vast art references and blended them into something deeply personal.
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Though Marisol’s art changed considerably over the course of her career, underlying her
work was a persistent focus on the human condition and humanity. A humanist is defined as “a
person with a strong concern for human welfare, values, and dignity” (Pacini 11). These
humanistic values directly influence how I portray the subject matter within my own body of
work. I identify with Marisol’s exploration of family and gender roles, and how her artwork
scrutinizes relationships between people and society, power and class. I personally have a
fondness for carving wood and using found objects, so I have taken some inspiration from how
Marisol creates narrative using these materials such as in La Visita (Fig. 14). This is particularly
obvious in my sculpture Keeping It in the Family (Fig. 3). Here, I am trying to narrate various
types of traumatic events by using the associations of that memory with tents. By combining
found materials and representations of the body, I am hoping to create a figurative narrative that
can trigger an emphatic or sympathetic reaction within the viewer.

Figure 14. Escobar, Marisol. La Visita, Model standing with sculpture for Glamour Magazine,
1964.
Mona Hatoum is a British-Palestinian artist who works in installation and multimedia.
Her artworks often embrace a condensed and surreal quality that reference themes of home,
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memory, loss, psychological barriers, and identity (Treloar 1). Mobile Home is an installation
organized between two steel barriers with undistinguished household items and pieces of
furniture, framed above and below by a pulley system. The wires strung between the pulleys
traverse the space by motors and carry random objects (like a plush toy and small birdcage)
attached with clothespins. The composition is an invocation of home that is both comforting and
perilous, thus embodying impermanence and exposure.
Hatoum frequently incorporates domestic objects into her artworks to convey the
inconspicuousness of home and the associated identity therein. Hatoum reminds us that homes
have the potential to be a space of upheaval and exclusion, rather than the inclusive, nurturing
space it is presumed to be. The sculpture Grater Divide is an example of where she has
transformed a kitchen utensil into something sinister simply by enlarging it and synthesizing it
with another recognizable domestic object, the room divider. Hatoum’s use of language and
sharp tactile quality, induce associations of concealment, division, and pain. The expression
“greater divide” itself is relative to the word “tension” which is a feeling Hatoum habitually
integrates into her work. Like Hatoum, I too am interested in combining seemingly incongruent
materials and using wordplay to convey a sense of resentment for the tension I experienced
growing up. This is most evident in my piece Confined where I pair a crib with a mobile home
mobile (Fig. 2). Trailer parks are places that simultaneously realize and transcend its stereotypes
as they pertain to ignorance, crime, delinquency, and beyond.
Another remarkable woman who had a profound effect on my identity as an artist is my
grandmother Geraldine Halford Cantrell (aka Mama Dean) from Polk County, North Carolina.
Mama Dean was born during the Great Depression and was raised on a small family farm in the
foothills of Appalachia. Growing up poor, her family could not afford extravagant purchases for
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clothes and entertainment, so they learned how to make these things with the materials they had
at home. My grandmother could sew clothes and accessories, as well as make drawings and
paintings, furniture, and crafts. Watching this amazing woman use power tools to make a wide
range of creations was empowering and had a profound effect on me when I was younger. As a
child, she taught me how to draw using line and shadows, how to sew and crochet dresses for my
dolls, and how to cut and sand wooden accessories for my dollhouses. I used these lessons as an
opportunity for me to make handmade Christmas gifts for my dozens of family members every
year since I was five years old. So not only was I learning how to love art making but I was also
learning how to express my love through making art.
Had it not been for this woman’s boundless love for me and giving me the gift of art
making, I might not be alive today. I do not think that I would have survived all the hardships I
have endured without an outlet to express myself. Making art has given me a sense of self-worth
and without it I would probably be a lot more self-destructive. Creativity has become an
ingrained survival skill I use to adapt and adjust to life’s tribulations. Making art gives me a way
to channel my encompassing pain through a prism of humor. Therefore, making art has directly
promoted a path to Post Traumatic Growth in my own life.
Both Marisol and Hatoum tend to treat their subjects with wit and humor. Artist Emma
Robertson describes the humor and darkness that coincide in Hatoum’s work by saying, “There
are often two sides to each piece, not just one meaning. Duality and contradictions exist in most
of the work: darkness and light, heaviness and humor, beauty and danger (Treloar 1)”. Dualities
and contradictions are present in my own work as a way to realize the silver-linings in the
harshest of crises. I often incorporate humor in my sculptures to help offset some of the painful
experiences that I portray or allude to, allowing them to become easier to bear. By embodying
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both levity and pain, my artwork takes all the sour grape moments of life and turns them into a
delectable wine that is easier to digest. I often use witticism as a means to counteract the pain
associated with my representation of traumatic events, therefore allowing the viewer to absorb an
important yet weighty message. Kahlil Gibran’s poetry has instilled in me the ability to see joy
and sorrow as two sides of the same coin.
“Your joy is your sorrow unmasked...The deeper that sorrow carves into your
being, the more joy you can contain. Is not the cup that holds your wine the very cup that
was burned in the potter's oven? And is not the lute that soothes your spirit, the very
wood that was hollowed with knives?....Some of you say, "Joy is greater than sorrow,"
and others say, "Nay, sorrow is the greater." But I say unto you, they are inseparable.” Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet. (Gibran 13)
I find this quote soothing to my soul because it helps me realize that had I not been forged in the
fires of my own personal hell, I would not be tempered into the person I am today. Because I
have been instilled with intrinsic hopefulness and optimism, I have been able to turn my Post
Traumatic Stress into Post Traumatic Growth.
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSION
Through the process of learning many sculptural methods, I have explored a broad scope
of materials and implications within my shelter manifestations. The range of emotions conveyed
are not strictly meant to be funny nor tragic. Perhaps upon further inspection, we might find a
deeper meaning behind these analogies. I create sculptures that lie in an ambiguous borderland
between vulnerable and resistant because I wish to create awareness of trauma, in all of its many
forms and disguises. My intention is to create sculptures where compositional beauty and
emotional provocation go hand in hand.
The process of exploring narrative through a series of sculptures in the round rather than
in two dimensions has developed my interest in the relationship between craft and art. The desire
to evoke a certain mood, feeling, or response from the viewer led me to research Marisol Escobar
and Mona Hatoum to gain a deeper understanding of establishing a scene for that purpose, with
the focus on creating sculptural analogies. Because of their influences, my work has a genuine
complexity of irony. My art is intended to leave a question mark above the spectator’s head. As
someone who wants to promote curiosity, I want the viewer to consider the “why” and ponder
whether the piece is sad, funny, or both. Maybe they are already in on the joke or maybe they
will chuckle despite not knowing the punch line. Through immaculate craft and attention to
detail, I hope they will take a longer look at what is on exhibit.
My challenge has been to create a visual investigation of the physical and metaphysical
properties of trauma through unique sculptural pieces that integrate wood, fabric, and mixed
media. Through my research, I have learned to see trauma at its most triumphant and pitiful
states. I capture this within the context of many shelter connotations, that is, mobile homes, tents,
and brick houses. The research into the effects of trauma has led me to the themes and metaphors
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that are persistent in my work. The interactive components of my sculptures act as the primary
method for eliciting particular moods and responses from the viewer. I plan to use my knowledge
and research of people who have been affected by trauma to strengthen my teaching philosophy
and pursue community-based art projects that work with vulnerable groups locally.
This thesis research has opened my eyes to the many degrees and faces of trauma.
Consequently, trauma is a theme that I shall continue to pursue in my future work. Eventually, I
would like more opportunities to provide a voice for the voiceless and extend myself outside the
confines of my medium and studio walls to create socially engaged artwork. Someday, I hope to
create healing art initiatives that work on a broader scope outside myself, by creating
community-based art projects that actively involve possibly traumatized participants. As a
contemporary sculptural artist, I aspire to facilitate and advance inclusive or ‘emancipatory’
methods and approaches to vulnerable and marginalized groups.
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